Professor of Rhetoric and Communication Studies
8/30/18 Visit to Annual Student Exhibition:

Welcome to UR Museums. Today you will choose an artwork, answer the leading questions below, and then form your answers into a short narrative presentation to share with your class.

1- What is the name of the artwork you have chosen, and who is the artist?

2- What was the first thing that you noticed about this piece/why were you attracted to choose this piece?

3- What about this piece makes it seem distinct or unique?

4- Is there something about this work that resonates with you as a student/personally? If so, what is that and how does it affect you? If not, then in what way might another student emotionally connect with this artwork?

5- Thinking about your previous answer, how might this artwork relate to student life in general?

6- Think about how art and life as a university student can mirror/reflect one another – the art in this room is inspired by student’s lives, and as such, the students make art to express themselves… can you see any of that connection in this artwork? In what ways?

In weaving together your narrative – think about ways to share your insights that make it exciting, different, and distinct.